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Reform Areas to be Supported by the Program Environmental Impacts Social Impacts 

Mitigating 
Measure/ 
Remarks 

Reform area 1: Power sector restructured and regulation strengthened 
1.1  The Government of Uzbekistan adopted the power sector development 
program for 2020–2030, which was developed by the MOE as the new 
sector regulatory and policy-making entity; it contains (i) long-term 
investment program to decarbonize the sector, (ii) diversification of energy 
resources, and (iii) time-bound plan for deregulation and competitive power 
market. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No anticipated 
IR or IP impact. 

N/A 

1.2  The  government (i) approved the power sector reform implementation 
plan for 2019–2022; (ii)  unbundled Uzbekenergo; and  operationalized the 
newly created JSC TPP and its 10 generation companies, JSC NEGU, and 
JSC REN, with accounting, functional and legal separation completed; and 
(iii)   JSC TPP, JSC NEGU, and JSC REN approved KPIs to establish 
separate operational targets for the unbundled entities. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 

1.3  To promote gender equality in the power sector, MOE adopted a policy 
for promoting gender equality, including gender responsive human 
resources policies and women-friendly infrastructure at the workplace. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 

Reform area 2: Sector financial sustainability improved 
2.1  The government established and operationalized an autonomous tariff 
commission under the Cabinet of Ministers to set and enforce cost recovery 
tariffs. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 

2.2  The government implemented (i) a single-buyer market structure for 
power sector, mandating JSC NEGU to be the single buyer; and (ii) an 
action plan to roll out countrywide advance electricity metering system. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 

2.3  The government has approved the use of the following structures for 
selected energy projects in order to encourage private investments: (i) credit 
enhancement mechanism to mitigate off-taker risks as interim measure to 
build market confidence, (ii) seeking private investments in renewable 
generation using model PPP structure, and (iii) approval of grid 
interconnection code for non-discriminative access to the grid. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 
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GW = gigawatt, IP = Indigenous Peoples, IR = involuntary resettlement, JSC NEGU = Joint Stock Company National Electric Grid of Uzbekistan (national transmission 
company), JSC REN = Joint Stock Company Regional Electric Networks (national distribution company), JSC TPP = Joint Stock Company Thermal Power Plants, 
KPI = key performance indicator, MOE = Ministry of Energy, N/A = not applicable, NDC = nationally determined contribution, PPP = public–private partnership, 
SCADA = supervisory control and data acquisition. 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 

2.4  MOE approved a gender sector policy for the power sector PPP projects 
to promote gender equality, with a view to reaching a 5% target of total 
female employment.  

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 

Reform area 3: Power sector carbon intensity reduced  
3.1  The government adopted an implementation plan to strengthen the NDC 
ambition to reduce carbon intensity of the economy by 10% of the 2010 
level, by 2030, by cascading the objective to the power sector and adding 
climate adaptation dimension to energy strategy. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 

3.2  The government approved a policy to reduce carbon intensity of 
electricity generation covering the following: (i) national renewable energy 
target to add 5 GW of solar power and 3 GW of wind power by 2030 
(renewable shares: 15% of total generation), (ii) retirement of old and 
inefficient fossil-fuel power plants of 5.9 GW by 2030, and (iii) increase 
hydropower imports from neighboring countries during the summer months. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 

3.3  The government approved a program to reduce carbon intensity in the 
transmission and distribution subsector covering the following: (i) launch of 
grid expansion and loss reduction plan study in support of renewables; (ii) 
digitalization and introduction of nation-wide SCADA system; (iii) program for 
distributed household or small community-based renewable system closer to 
consumers; and (iv) distribution network modernization and loss reduction 
program. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 

Reform area 4: Demand-side energy efficiency increased 
4.1  The government approved an energy efficiency roadmap to reduce the 
energy demand across the economy covering the following: (i) improving 
regulatory standards for energy efficiency, (ii) energy balance data 
management, and (iii) energy savings targets by 2022 for high energy 
consuming enterprises. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 

4.2  To reduce power consumption for space heating in urban areas and to 
improve the efficiency of heat networks, the government approved an action 
plan for the improvement of energy efficiency in the heat supply system for 
Tashkent City covering the following: (i) introduction of billing and advanced 
metering system for individual households, (ii) conducting energy audit on 
heat supply system, and (iii) exploring the suitability of the PPP modality. 

These measures do not 
involve any physical works. 
Hence, no environmental 
impacts are expected. 

No IR or IP 
impact expected 
from the policy 
action. 

N/A 


